If you’re interested in getting your foot inside North Carolina state government...

Temporary Solutions is your answer!
TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
On-Demand Staffing to Meet the Needs of State Agencies

ABOUT US
Temporary Solutions is a division of the North Carolina Office of State Human Resources (OSHR) and assists State government with temporary staffing needs exclusively.

Since 1986, Temporary Solutions has served as an Equal Opportunity Employer that has placed thousands of candidates within state government, many of which have gone on to secure permanent employment within state agencies. Temporary assignments may be long or short term, depending on the agency’s needs and other variables.

Temporary Solutions is always looking for applicants with a wide variety of skills and qualifications who can quickly acclimate and become productive members of a team.

WHAT WE OFFER
• We will spend time with you to fully understand your career objectives and match your skills with the right position.
• You will have the opportunity to work with a wide variety of state government agencies.
• After completing and submitting a state application (PD-107), you will receive a personal interview with a placement counselor which gives you the opportunity to present your work experience, qualifications, and specific employment interests.
• We offer skills evaluation testing in computer programs most frequently used by state agencies. This enables our counselors to better determine which positions match your skills.
• Whether you are interested in temporary work while moving between careers or just want the flexibility of short-term assignments, Temporary Solutions has opportunities available that suit most schedules and lifestyles.
• We want to ensure your satisfaction, and we strive to make the perfect match.

OUR TEAM
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
• Danny Stutzman
danny.stutzman@nc.gov

PLACEMENT COUNSELORS
• Carla Markham
carla.markham@nc.gov
• Krystal Hart
krystal.hart@nc.gov
• LaDeana McDougald
ladeana.mc dougald@nc.gov
• Samra Cothran
samra.cothran@nc.gov
• Teresa Everett
teresa.everett@nc.gov

LOCATION
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
2321 Crabtree Blvd., Suite 110
Raleigh, NC 27604

MAILING ADDRESS:
1337 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1337

PHONE: (919) 715-2632
FAX: (919) 715-2627

TESTIMONIALS
“I worked with Temporary Solutions for a few months, and then I was hired in a permanent position.”

“Temporary Solutions gave me an opportunity to gain more work experience that has enhanced my marketability.”

“Working through Temporary Solutions gave me an opportunity to look around and see what state government has to offer.”

“I really appreciate Temporary Solutions finding me a job.”

For additional information:
VISIT NCTEMPORARYSOLUTIONS.COM
CALL (919) 715-2632